Utilizing the Ensoniq\textsuperscript{TM} sound chip of the IIGS computer, the states are identified in a human voice. Through sight and sound, children learn the names, locations, and capitals of the 50 states. They may also use the mouse to obtain pertinent facts about each state. A quiz option allows kids to test their knowledge of all the state capitals. Children get two chances to correctly identify each capital, receive immediate feedback, and view a running total of their percent of correct answers.

- Each state "speaks" its location as the mouse is moved around the national map.
- Kids learn state names, facts, and locations, and are tested on the capitals.
- Children learn to place each state in its various contexts, as they view national maps, regional maps, and individual state maps.

THE 50 STATES COME ALIVE WITH HUMAN SPEECH AND BRILLIANT GRAPHICS!

The Talking Schoolhouse \textsuperscript{TM} Series

The Talking Schoolhouse programs represent the most advanced technology in the areas of human speech and super high-resolution graphics for educational software. Disks speak on their own; no speech board or additional hardware is required -- only a 3.5" disk drive. Developers working with proven educational concepts have recorded actual human voice and digitized the sound into the computer programs. The result is perfect, natural-sounding speech -- not a synthesized computer voice that only confuses youngsters. Covering all the basic subject areas, the Talking Schoolhouse brings the reassuring voice of a real person into the computer learning environment.

Try all of the other Talking Schoolhouse programs from Orange Cherry.

- Talking Clock
- Talking ABC's
- Talking Money
- Talking Speller
- Talking Numbers
- Talking Dinosaurs
- Talking School Bus
- Talking Animals
- Talking First Writer
- Talking Alpha Chimp
- Talking Add. and Sub.
- Talking Colors & Shapes
- Talking First Reader
- Talking Reading Railroad
- Talking Read Along Stories